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Nowadays there are so many articles and ideas about terrorism and religious conflict as
big threats for international security. As author of this paper I should say that yes sure it
is one of the big threats for the global community. Under article 39 of the UN Charter the
Security Council is competent to determine the existence of an act of aggression, a breach of
the peace or a threat to international peace and security.[1] There is another point of view that
today’s world is on security challenges from acts of countries like North Korea. The Military
power and Nuclear program of this country plus isolation format of North Korea against the
world community, made and created some feelings of danger in societies, especially in terms
of international security. However, beyond these traditional security issues, a plethora of non-
traditional security issues exist. Food security, irregular migration, transnational crime and
inadequate civil and political liberties could impact regional stability and ultimately, also prove
to be a concern for Australian regional security planners.[2] I should mention that there is some
thoughts and anxiety about information security or cyber attacks that in developed countries
they know them as new type of threat and challenge for international security. However the last
events that became a bit clear for the public like the US election or the issue of hacking social
media and losing information. All national mechanisms of individual states will not be sufficient
in the case of large-scale cyber crises and in fighting with international organised cyber crime.
Developing international and regional information exchange, early warning and consultations
mechanisms in cyber security are the long term challenges that governments will face in the
21st century. [3]

As you can see for each of these types of threats there are some solutions or better to say
some laws that are written and signed by whole worlds; this format of life is most on control
of United Nations and governments to solve such situations or try to avoid it. But I think it’s
time to face new type of threats for International Security and community, in this type we are
not facing with bad people or good ones or not with way of thinking, in this type of threat
we are facing with power; Power can be describe and define in so many different ways but
as I’m talking about International security, this kind of power is political ones. Unfortunately
in the last period of time we behold the supremacy of power over the law on international
and political areas; the direct effects of these situations on global community and international
systems, create the threats for security of the whole world. Maybe saying these words are not
so beautiful but let’s face the situations that now our world in the last 3 years dealing with
it. Power itself is not problem that actually needs of world, but abusing power to gain your
interest and not attentioning to international laws or deals, without any consequences for this
type of act in international community; can show us that there is something is wrong, laws are
not ruling anymore, you can use your power be upper then law and showing that you are right.
Pulling out from the Iran’s deal is one of the good examples of this type of threat,“The Iran deal
provides substantially more provision for verification of denuclearization & ongoing monitoring
of such than will exist in this new post-Iran-deal reality. Watch arguments for war in the coming
months take the shape of “we can’t be sure Iran isn’t building a bomb.”[4] Going out from so
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many International agreements like Paris agreement for climate change and environment, or
starting economical competition with China are other good examples of abusing power. The
Act of China in the South China Sea or Russian Act in Syria are other examples.

In this paper I will try to describe new types of threats and challenges for international
security that directly affect the whole world and different cases. I will show the weakness of
International Laws and how Political power is above all laws and organizations.
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